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Abstract
We estimate the development effects of electrification across Brazil over the period 19602000. Brazil relies predominantly on hydropower, the generation of which requires
intercepting water at high velocity. We simulate a time series of hypothetical electricity
grids for Brazil for the period 1960-2000 that show how the grid would have evolved had
infrastructure investments been made based solely on geography-based cost considerations.
Using the model as an instrument, we document large positive effects of electrification on
development that are under-estimated when one fails to account for the political
allocation of infrastructure projects or its targeting to under-developed areas. Broad-based
improvement in labor productivity across sectors and regions rather than general equilibrium
re-sorting (in-migration to electrified counties) appears to be the likely mechanism by which
these development gains are realized.
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1.

Introduction
Construction of large-scale infrastructure projects was a popular use of development

funds until the 1970s but this was replaced by a trend toward smaller programs in health and
education in the 1980s and 1990s. There is now renewed support for large infrastructure projects
as a means of poverty reduction (World Bank, 2003; Ali and Pernia, 2003). Despite the renewed
investment, there is relatively little causal evidence of the effects of large infrastructure
investment in general,1,2 and electrification in particular.3 This is because electricity networks
and other infrastructure are expanded in a planned manner, leading to reverse causality and
program placement bias. Unlike health and education programs, large infrastructure projects do
not lend themselves easily to researcher manipulation and randomization. Understanding the
effects of investment in energy is important. A quarter of the world’s population and the
majority in the poorest nations still do not have access to electricity (Legros et al 2009), and
unreliable energy access can have large effects on firm productivity (Straub 2008).
This paper examines the effects of electricity grid expansions in Brazil between the years
1960 and 2000 on local economic development using a county and time fixed effects
instrumental variables (IV) approach. To address endogeneity, we develop a model to forecast
hydropower dam placement and grid expansion for Brazil that produces hypothetical maps that
show how the electrical grid would have evolved over these 40 years had infrastructure
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Some recent studies investigate the effects of irrigation dams (Duflo and Pande 2007), highways (Chandra and
Thompson 2000, and Michaels 2008), and railroads (Atack et al. 2009, Donaldson 2008, Banerjee, Duflo, Qian
2009). See Estache (2010) for a review of the literature on infrastructure impact evaluations.
2
Aschauer (1989), Canning and Bennathan (2002), Esfahani and Ramirez (2003), Estache, Speciale, and Verdas
(2005), Canning and Pedroni (2004), Hulten, Bennathan, and Srinivasan (2006), and Yeaple and Golub (2007)
estimate macro growth effects of infrastructure expansion.
3
Dinkelman (2011), Rud (2010), Assaduzzaman et al (2010), Ketlogetswe et al (2006), Grogan and Sadanand
(2009), Khandker et al (2009), and Kammen and Mills (2009), Fan et al (2002) have examined the effects of
electrification, and a subset of these studies have used instrumental variables strategies.
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investments been based solely on geographic cost considerations, ignoring demand-side
concerns. This allows us to isolate the portion of the variation in grid expansion in Brazil that is
attributable to exogenous cost considerations and use it as an instrument to estimate the
development effects of the impressive growth in electrification in Brazil over this period. This
empirical strategy takes advantage of the fact that Brazil relies almost exclusively on
hydropower to meet its electricity needs, and the cost of hydropower dam construction depends
on topographic factors such as water flow and river gradient, since hydropower generation
requires intercepting large amounts of water at high velocity. Hydropower is the fastest growing
source of electricity worldwide (US EIA 2010), and Brazil’s experience over this period is
therefore extremely relevant to understand the development effects of electrification.
We simulate the evolution of electrification as follows. First, the national budget for generation
plants in each decade determines the number of hydropower dams to be constructed by the model in
each decade. Second, each location in Brazil is ranked on its suitability for hydropower dam placement
based on its geographic characteristics. The model places the new dams in the highest-ranking (i.e.
most suitable) locations which do not yet have electricity according to the model until the national
budget is exhausted. Third, we use a cost-minimizing algorithm to build transmission lines attached to
each hydropower generation point. In summary, the evolution of the hypothetical electricity network is
a function of (a) geographic characteristics that affect suitability--water flow and river gradient, and (b)
the construction budget in each decade. Since the budget limits the number of dams constructed each
decade, this creates discontinuities in the model, where (say) the twenty most suitable points may
receive dams earlier, whereas the twenty-first most suitable location waits to get electrified.
The validity of our identification strategy depends on whether cost-side concerns in
hydropower dam placement can be fully separated from demand-side concerns at the level of
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variation in the data with a county. Cross-sectional variation would not provide the necessary
exogenous variation, since people and firms are more likely to be located in water-rich areas. The
estimator would also be biased in panel-data settings if people and firms move over time along
the same spatial lines as the forecasted placement of the electricity network within a county:
from the lowest cost locations (robust water flow with a steep river gradient) in the early
decades to slightly more expensive (flatter and less water-rich) locations in later years.
A number of characteristics of our data suggest that such concerns are likely to be minimal.
We show that most areas of Brazil that are settled today were already settled by the beginning of
our sample period, so growth of new settlements were not driven by people seeking untapped
water resources. And, that the contemporaneous expansion of economic and demographic
settlements follows a different spatial pattern than modeled grid expansion. This is probably
because population and economic activity would not move in the same spatial order as our
electricity grid forecasts that prioritize water and steep gradients. In fact, the rank order correlation
between points where grid placement is predicted by our model and where high density or GDP is
predicted by the same geographic factors is very low. Lastly, we show that lagged development
does not predict the model’s placement of new dams and transmission lines.
We run a battery of robustness tests to further address concerns about identification. For
example, results are robust to the inclusion of other public services such as roads, household
sanitation and water infrastructure. Even when we control for time-varying flexible trends in water
resources, river gradient, and Amazon and Pantanal location, and rely only on discontinuities in the
ranking of locations that receive a hydropower dam in a given decade (due to the decade-specific
budgetary allocations), we retain enough first-stage predictive power to produce robust results.
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We find large effects of electrification on two summary measures of development: the
U.N. Human Development Index (HDI) computed for each county, and housing values under the
assumption that improvements in living and working conditions in the county will be
capitalized into the value of housing. OLS regressions substantially underestimate the gains
from electrification, which is consistent with the targeting of infrastructure to poorer areas, or that
compliers in the IV approach (the hydropower dams identified by the cost-minimizing model) are
the most cost-effective projects not built on the basis of political or other motivations.
The large development gains we observe are consistent with productivity improvements,
such as that modeled in Morrison and Schwartz (1996). However, the positive effects could also
reflect selective in-migration of the most productive workers and firms into electrified areas,
which creates larger regional disparities. To determine which of the two mechanisms is at play,
we examine effects on a broader set of variables including in-migration, urbanization, salaries,
employment, and population density. Our analysis suggests that migration is unlikely to account
for the large magnitude of development gains observed. We estimate large, positive effects of
electrification on employment, salaries, formalization, returns to education and investments in
education, but not health. The effects are of similar magnitude across sectors and across urban and
rural economies. The pattern of results suggests that electricity led to some broad-based
improvements as workers gained both post-secondary education and work experience in the
decade following electrification.
Our estimation strategy is related to Duflo and Pande (2007) who use slope interacted
with a time-varying state budget variable to predict irrigation dam placement in India (and Strobl
and Strobl 2011 for Africa). They find that the poverty rate increases by 0.77% and agricultural
wages decrease by 4.5% in the districts where dams are placed, but poverty decreases by 0.15%
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and wages increase by 6.9% in downstream districts. For hydropower dams in Brazil, we
observe a temporary contemporaneous decrease in agricultural production and area harvested in
counties where dams are built, but production rebounds quickly, and increases in comparison to
areas without dams (see appendix table 1). We also see a large reduction in poverty from
electrification, and an increase in formal employment in rural areas. We attribute the difference
in results to our focus on hydropower rather than irrigation dams, and to the fact that we estimate
the effects over a longer time period.
Our results are related to Dinkelman’s (2011) study of the employment effects of
household access to electricity in a rural province of South Africa, KwaZulu-Natal, from 19952001. While that paper very nicely delves into specific household mechanisms, a distinctive
contribution of this paper is to report the long-run effects of electrification on a broad range of
development indicators over a forty-year period: a more appropriate length of time to investigate
macro-economic changes. Dinkelman finds that female employment increases by 30-35%
following electrification while there is no statistically significant impact on male employment.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section provides contextual
information about the electricity sector in Brazil; section three describes the data and section four
the construction of the instrument; The estimate strategy is in section five, and our estimates of the
development effects of electrification and possible mechanisms in sections six; section seven
concludes.

2. Background on the Electricity Sector
Brazil provides an ideal setting to implement our estimation strategy because eighty-five
percent of its electricity is generated from hydropower plants (US EIA 2010). This dependence
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on hydropower enables us to forecast the expansion of electricity access well based on
topographic features in Brazil. In addition, we benefit from the substantial variation in
electrification over the period of interest. The transmission network in Brazil grew at an average
rate of 8.9 percent per year, increasing in size from 2,359 kilometers in 1950 to 167,443 kilometers in
2000 (SINDAT, 2000). Generation capacity has also increased: 775 major electricity plants have
been constructed in Brazil since 1910 (SIGEL, 2008).
Electricity expansion was planned independently in each of the five major regions of
Brazil until a 1961 law mandated coordination at the national level. Examining expansion plans
from Brazil’s south and south-east during this period (Canambra Engineering, 1969) indicates that
both the government’s development goals and load factors linked to local GDP and projected
GDP growth were used to determine the expansion of the grid. Development goals and
anticipation of growth are important opposing sources of selection bias in estimating the effects of
electrification.
The 1961 legislation created a new national electricity company, Eletrobrás, to coordinate
the financing of electricity projects and ensured that projects met the government’s overall
development goals for the country. Even though Eletrobrás took control of the four existing
regional (North, Northeast, South, and South Central) electricity companies, the majority of the
planning for grid expansion was devolved back to the four regions. This left the system
fragmented, and given the high cost of transmission between regions, local infrastructure continues
to matter for local electricity access.
During the 1960s and 1970s, electricity access was expanded primarily by increasing the
number of isolated power generators. The generators provided power to local areas, but the
electricity was not transmitted further than the region (Canambra, 1968). The impressive
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expansion in generation capacity during this period was made possible by high electricity rates and
the easy availability of financing. Investment in the electricity network slowed in the mid 1970s
due to reduced financial means and remained low through the 1990s, leading to deterioration in
network reliability (Gall, 2002). Consequently, the largest variation in grid expansion in the data is
for the earlier decades within our sample period.
Brazil reformed the electricity market in 1995, privatizing some of the state owned
electricity and distribution companies, but political conflict and economic crisis weakened the
reforms. As a result, the government still owns 80 percent of the generation capacity in Brazil
(Gall, 2002). Despite an effort to integrate transmission across the four regions in the 1990s, much
local electricity continues to be sourced from local or relatively nearby plants (Gall, 2002).
In Brazil, the benefits of improved access to electricity accrue to many sectors of the
economy. The industrial sector is the largest energy consumer, accounting for about half of Brazil’s
power usage since the 1970s. The agriculture sector uses a relatively small share of power, but
usage increased from less than 1% in 1970 to almost 4% by 2009 due to more intensive use of
water irrigation. The public and commercial sectors’ shares of power usage have remained
constant since 1970, at about 10% and 15%, respectively. The share of power used in the
residential sector oscillates between approximately 20% and 25% (IPEA, 2010).
Despite the impressive expansion of electricity, twenty-seven percent of rural Brazilians
still lack access to electricity (World Bank, 2005c). Infrastructure investment has recently
garnered renewed support as a development priority of the government of Brazil, and efforts are
being made provide electricity to all rural areas of Brazil.

7

3.

Data and Variable Construction
We construct a county level panel data set for Brazil from 1960 to 2000 by combining

data from a variety of sources. Data on historical electricity infrastructure (E) had to be
constructed from feasibility studies, inventories, and maps provided by regional electricity
companies. The procedures and data sources are described in detail in section 3.1 and in
Appendix 1. Predicted electricity infrastructure (the instrument, Z) is constructed using GIS
data, and the procedure and data sources are described in section 4, with further details in
Appendix 2. The dependent variables and other controls are drawn from the decennial census
conducted by IBGE (www.ibge.gov.br), and aggregations from the census and other surveys
constructed by IPEA (www.ipeadata.gov.br). Exact definitions of the variables used in the
analyses are in Appendix 3.4
County (or municipio) borders in Brazil change over time predominantly due to a
splitting of large counties into smaller counties. To create a panel dataset that compares the
same geographic areas over time, we aggregate the smaller split counties using a crosswalk
provided by IBGE and IPEA. We will refer to these 2,184 “standardized” counties as “counties”
for brevity.
3.1

Data on Actual Electricity Infrastructure

We construct a measure of actual electrification (E) in each county for each decade by digitizing the
locations of all major plants and electricity transmission substations. The raw data are derived from
historical sources such as the feasibility studies and inventories conducted by Brazilian
electricity companies, and come in the following two forms:
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Most variables are available from 1960-2000, except county in-migration (only available in the 1990 and 2000
census) and car ownership rates (only available for 2000). Housing values are imputed from census data on rents.
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1. Tables with inventories of all transmission lines that typically specify the county of
origin, the destination county, length and voltage, and similar tables of power plants
specifying location, type, and wattage;
2. Large paper maps of generation plants and transmission lines by region of Brazil.
Appendix Figures A1 and A2 provide examples of the maps and tables used to construct the
data set. We digitize and combine this information into GIS maps of the Brazilian
electricity network for the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s and 2000.5 Power plants were placed
on the digital map according to their reported latitude and longitude, while transmission
substations were assumed to be located at the centroid of their county of record.
We collected data on generation plants and transmission lines, but not on the third
component of the electricity grid: distribution networks. We restrict our attention to hydropower
plants. Transmission lines transfer electricity from the generation plants to the region, while
distribution networks transport electricity from the major local transmission substation to the
household, industrial and agricultural consumers of electricity. We are unable to map the exact
distribution networks over the period,6 but, based on conversations with electricity sector
professionals in Brazil, assume that on average distribution networks stretch one-hundred
kilometers across. We divide Brazil into 33,342 evenly-spaced grid points, and all grid points
within a fifty kilometer radius of the centroid of a county containing a transmission substation are
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The 1960s network is based on the comprehensive inventory taken by Canambra (1968) and Canambra (1969) for
1965 and 1967. The 1970s network is pieced together from maps and tables for the different regions of Brazil from
Eletrobràs. The 1980s network is based on another comprehensive inventory by SIESE (1987). The 1990s is again
pieced together from various sources (e.g. Furnas 1993), and the 2000 network is based on SIESE (2000).
6
Data on electricity distribution in Brazil is difficult to assemble because the data are decentralized across sixty-four
privatized electricity companies and there is no central clearinghouse.
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assumed to have access to electricity.7 For regression analysis, these data are aggregated to the
county level, so that actual electricity provision is defined as the proportion of electrified grid points
within a county.
Figure 1 maps the evolution of the electricity network in Brazil from the 1960s through
2000. The early development of the electricity network was focused in the relatively affluent and
industrial south and from the 1970s onward the grid was expanded to the populous (but poorer)
Southeast and Northeast. The network has expanded westward every decade since the 1970s, and by
2000 the coastal areas of the Southeast and Northeast had almost full coverage. The Amazon and
Pantanal areas have remained largely unconnected and continue to have substantially less access to
electricity than the rest of Brazil. We refer to these regions together as the Amazon in the remainder of
the paper and in the tables.

4.

The Instrument: A Model of Construction Cost Minimization
Our instrument (Z) is a prediction on electricity availability at each grid point in each

decade, based on a model that simulates the evolution of generation plants and transmission lines
in a way that minimizes construction cost. The model takes as inputs data on the geographic
characteristics of each location and the national budget for each decade, and produces predictions
for whether each of the 33,342 evenly spaced grid points has electricity access in each of the five
time periods of data between 1960 and 2000. The geographic data are matched to existing
hydropower dam data by 12km buffer zones around each grid point.

7

Figure A3 in the appendix illustrates this assumption on distribution coverage for Southern Brazil: the dark blue
polygons are counties which have transmission substations and the light blue circles surrounding them are assumed
to be the distribution networks associated with those substations.
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We first outline the three steps needed to construct the instrument. Sub-sections 4.2-4.4
provide details on specific assumptions and data sources for each of the three steps in the model,
and Appendix 2 provides additional technical details.
In step 1, the national budget for the number of hydropower plants built in each decade is
set. The budget equals the number of dams that were actually built in all of Brazil during the
decade. The data are from electricity company inventories in each period.
In step 2, we use data on the topographic characteristics of each grid point to rank-order all
grid points in Brazil in terms of suitability for a low-cost hydropower dam placement based on
topographic factors. The highest-ranked grid points in terms of topographic suitability receive dams
in the first decade until the budget (calculated in step 1) is exhausted. In the next decade, the next
highest ranked grid points not already forecasted to have electricity receive dams until the national
budget for that decade is reached.
In step 3, a cost-minimizing algorithm is used to construct two transmission lines to carry
electricity from each hydropower dam that has been built. Electricity access is expanded to the area
around the endpoints of the transmission lines.
4.1 Step 1: Budget and Time Periods
Our objective is to predict electricity availability for the five time periods for which
actual electricity grid data is available. Our forecasting model matches the scale of expansion
between two periods to the scale of investment in hydropower plants observed in the data for all
of Brazil. A beginning balance of 240 power plants is allocated in the 1960s because that is the
number of hydropower plants in existence in Brazil at the time of the inventory in 1967. The
budget for 1970s was 53 additional power plants, for 1980s 36 additional plants, for 1990s 25
additional plants, and for 2000, 24 additional plants. The model takes these country-wide budgets as
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given and chooses the optimal location of hydropower plants and transmission lines within Brazil
based on geographic factors.
4.2 Step 2: Ranking the Suitability of Locations for Hydropower Dam Construction
While electricity companies expand networks primarily in response to expected demand,
access to electricity in a country that relies heavily on hydropower has an exogenous topographic
component because the cost of access depends on the suitability of the local environment for
power generation. In evaluating a new location for a hydropower plant, engineers consider
available head, flow duration, and daily peaking operation to determine generation cost
(Gulliver and Arndt, 1991). “Available head” is determined by the amount of water flow and
the change in elevation between the top and bottom of the dam. The head determines the amount
of power that will be produced. Generating a given amount of power is cheaper when the available
head is larger. The “flow duration” is determined by the amount of time in a given month (day,
or year) the water flow required by the turbines is adequate for operation. The “daily peaking
operation” is the flow duration that occurs during peak demand hours (Gulliver and Arndt, 1991).
When choosing a hydropower plant site, engineers also consider distance to the existing transmission
network, as developing new transmission lines is expensive and can comprise a large component of the
overall budget for the network (Canambra, 1968).
Our model requires a measure of the cost of building a hydropower at each grid point. To
do so, we (a) gather data on topographic factors that affect the cost of generating electricity, and (b)
assign a weight or cost parameter to each of those factors. We collect information on topographic
factors within ten kilometers of each grid point including: whether there is a river, the average
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and maximum gradient of the river, maximum water flow accumulation,8 and an indicator for
whether the the grid point is in the Amazon.9
To estimate the cost parameters (the relative importance of each geographic factor in the dam
location decision), we run a probit regression of an indicator for whether a location has a dam in the
inventory data on the topography measures. Table 1 reports the results and shows that water resources (flow
accumulation) and steep gradients are positive factors in dam placement while the Amazon is a negative
factor. The coefficients from this regression are used to assign cost parameters to each factor,
which allows us to rank all grid points in terms of suitability for hydropower dam construction. The
highest ranking points are forecasted to receive hydropower dams first.
As a robustness check, we estimate the same probit regression of power plant placement
on topographic factors using data on hydropower plant locations and topographic factors in the
United States.10 If our probit regression using Brazil data was mistakenly capturing some nonengineering cost determinants of dam placement, then the US model would likely find different
coefficients on the same topographic variables. We find that the allocation of electricity is quite
similar across the two models using either Brazilian or American data, which suggests that the
model is responding to the relative geographic attractiveness for hydropower construction. The IV
results are also qualitatively similar, but the results are more precise using the Brazilian data.11
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The geographic inputs in the model are from GIS maps from the U.S. Geological Survey Hydro1k program. Using a GIS
raster map of water bodies, we create two kilometer buffers on either side of each river, and compute the gradient along
the river using elevation maps.
9
To create a separate control variable for average land slope for the cross-sectional (comparison) specifications, we
compute average slope within ten kilometers of each grid point using the elevation map. Figure A4 in the appendix
explains the construction of the river gradient variable.
10
The use of Brazilian data to parameterize the cost function may introduce concerns about endogenous placement
bias, but in our panel specifications, only if endogenous demand-side parameters move over time in a similar
sequence from the lowest-cost locations for building new power plants would those factors introduce endogeneity
bias.
11
This is not surprising since hydropower plants and water resource conditions in the U.S. are different from those
in Brazil and a larger percentage of generated power in Brazil is from hydropower; geography therefore matters in
different ways.
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Figure 2 maps the locations of the first 240 power plants that were predicted by the model for
the 1960s. The red dots represent the predicted plants, the yellow dots represent the actual plant
locations, and the color of the background reflects the elevation (darker colors are closer to sea
level), and the blue lines show river locations. Our model predicts a large number of power plants
along the Southeast to Northeast corridor (São Francisco river basin) where elevation changes
quickly from the low-lying coastal areas, implying a steep increase in slope.
4.3 Step 3: Placement of Transmission Lines
The model next predicts the locations of substations (end-points of transmission lines)
that deliver the electricity generated at each plant predicted from the previous step. We make the
simplifying assumption that each power plant has the same generation capacity and is connected to
two transmission substations. This assumption was made based on the average number of
transmission substations per hydropower dam in the inventory data (SINDAT, 2008). The
electricity network is assumed to be fully durable, and new substations and power plants cannot
be placed on grid point that have already received electricity in prior decades, or from a generation
plant constructed in a previous decade.
The model arrives at the lowest cost electricity network in each decade by computing
costs for all possible arrangements of transmission lines. The model assumes that cost increases
with distance and is prohibitively high when building substations in the Amazon (due to high
material transport costs). We do not use any data to influence the direction of expansion of the
transmission lines. There are a large number of possible permutations of transmission lines, and
we use a numeric method to arrive at the lowest-cost grid in equilibrium. Details are in
Appendix 2. Cost minimization in the transmission model results in short transmission lines, so
the model predicts substations located close to generation points. To verify that the assumption that
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building in the Amazon is expensive does not drive the results, we run the first stage regressions
with and without controls of an Amazon indicator and an Amazon-specific time varying trend.
Once the equilibrium set of transmission lines is determined, we assume that all grid
points within a 50 kilometer radius12 of any substation will receive access to electricity, to
account for the distribution network surrounding that substation. We assume a radius of 50
kilometers because the it is the size of the average size of distribution networks and mirrors our
treatment of distribution networks in the creation of the actual provision of electricity in section
3.1.We remain agnostic about the direction the distribution networks expands. In subsequent
decades, new power plants are placed in the highest probability circles among those that have not
yet received plants or substations and locations for transmission substations are similarly
proposed from among the grid points that remain without electricity infrastructure in the previous
decades.
4.4

Summary
To summarize, our model consists of three simple steps. First, the national budget

determines the number of dams (generation plants) to be built. Second, a probit model provides a
priority ranking of grid point, which determines the spatial order in which dams will be allocated
until the budget is exhausted. Third, a cost-minimizing algorithm determines the endpoints of the
transmission lines, and a fixed area around those endpoints is assumed to receive electricity.
Figure 3 plots the areas predicted to receive electricity by this model by decade. There is a
reasonably good cross-sectional spatial correlation with the actual electricity network for Brazil
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The assumed access was slightly expanded in the model in comparison to the assumed radius for the distribution
networks in order to simplify the Matlab algorithm (grid points on the diagonal are included). This has a minimal
impact on the number of areas forecast to receive electricity in each decade.
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(Figure 1), and the direction of expansion is similar.13 The strength of this correlation in a
model with location fixed effects determines the predictive power of the IV estimator. Figure 4
zooms in to two regions of Brazil to describe how the forecasting model works. Water rich areas
with steeper gradients are more likely to receive infrastructure early, but the dynamics are
mediated by a constraint in the model that areas forecasted to get electricity in a prior decade do
not need new infrastructure.
Ignoring the demand-side drivers of expansion forces the model to under-allocate
electricity to places like São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, which leaves extra generation capacity
which must be allocated elsewhere. This leads our hypothetical maps for the early decades to
display broader spatial electrification coverage than what is observed in Brazil. This weakens the
predictive power of the model.

5.

Estimation Strategy
This paper examines the effect of electrification on development over the period 1960 to

2000 at the county level using a fixed effects instrumental variables (IV) approach. We estimate the
effect of electrification on development outcomes in county, c, and time (decade), t, using the
following 2SLS model with county and time with county fixed effects:
,

where Ê is instrumented electricity provision, predicted on the basis of our model forecasting the
expansion of electricity in the first stage:
,

,
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Consistent with the vast expansion of the electricity network in 1960s through mid 1980s, there is substantial
variation across decades in the 1960s through 1980s, while the underinvestment in electricity infrastructure is
mirrored in the much smaller variation in the modeled networks in the 1990s and 2000.
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Ect is the proportion of grid points in the county that are electrified in period t (Figure 1, section
3.1). Zct is the proportion of grid points in a county predicted to be electrified by the forecasting
model (section 4, Figure 3). Electricity provision is lagged by a decade since the development of the
electricity distribution network may take several years to complete following the construction of the
hydropower dams.14 Since the data are aggregated and the number of grid points is not the same in
each county, we run weighted regressing using county area as weights. Standard errors,

,

are

clustered at the county-level due to possible serial correlation.
The IV strategy corrects for the bias introduced by the endogenous placement of electricity
infrastructure. Zc,t-1 is predicted based solely on geographic cost considerations for hydropower plant
location (steep river gradient, significant water flow, and Amazon location) and transmission line
expansion (minimizing distance), and ignoring demand-side concerns that make actual electrification
endogenous. The first stage attempts to isolate the portion of the variation in grid expansion (Ect) that
is attributable to exogenous cost considerations. Given the county and time fixed effects, the key
identification assumption is that the demand side (people or firms) do not independently move over
time along the same spatial lines as the forecasted placement of the electricity network: from the
lowest cost locations (robust water flow with a steep river gradient) in the early decades to slightly
more expensive (flatter and less water-rich) locations in later years. Sections 6.2 and 6.4 explore the
validity of the IV-based identification strategy in greater depth.
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While there may be immediate regional economic effects from the construction of dams and hydropower plants,
these would be primarily short term and focused in the vicinity of the power plant. Our infrastructure data (to
measure Ect) includes generation plants and transmission lines, and our forecasting model also predicts the
placement of both, and therefore we identify effects beyond the local impact of a generation plant.
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6.

Results

6.1

First Stage Results
Table 3 shows the first stage results that predict county level actual electricity provision

using the simulated instrument produced by our model based on geographic cost factors related to
hydropower. To examine cross sectional variation in the data, column 1 controls only for year
fixed effects and not county fixed-effects. The point estimate is statistically significant at the 1
percent level and shows a strong correlation between modeled and actual electricity provision (the
point estimates is 0.51). Controlling for county fixed effects in the second column lowers the point
estimates, 0.32, but it is still highly significant and shows that there is still a strong correlation
between actual and modeled electricity even within counties. The Amazon is a fundamentally
different region compared to the rest of Brazil, and it plays an important role in the forecasting
model. Column 3 flexibly controls for a time-varying trend in the Amazon region by interacting
the Amazon indicator with dummies for each decade. This specification of the first stage is the
basis for most of the two-stage regressions reported in this paper. Using only the within-county
variation in the data and excluding the variation from Amazon areas, we find that areas
predicted to have electricity in a given decade by our model are 22 percentage points more likely
to have electricity in that decade. The F-statistic on the first stage is 25.
6.2

Validity of the Instrument
In order for the instrument to be valid in a time and county fixed effects IV model, the

demand side (people or firms) must not move independently over time along the same spatial lines as
the forecasted placement of the electricity network within a county: from the lowest cost locations
(robust water flow with a steep river gradient) in the early decades to slightly more expensive (flatter
and less water-rich) locations in later years. We build confidence in the validity of the instrument by
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(a) presenting evidence that the expansion of settlements followed a different spatial pattern than
modeled electricity provision, and (b) that the results remain robust to limiting the source of
identification of the instrument. At the extreme, we rely solely on the non-linearities and
discontinuities built in to the forecasting model through decade budgets, and exclude the direct
effects of the geographic variables.
It is possible that due to water scarcity, the population moved to new counties based on water
availability during our period of analysis leading settlement of counties in Brazil to independently
follow the same pattern as electricity grid expansion. While this seems unlikely since Brazil has 13%
of the world’s freshwater resources, and all inhabited land is well covered by a dense network of
small rivers and groundwater (Lipscomb and Mobarak 2012), we use census population data for
1910 onwards to examine whether Brazil’s counties were settled before the start of the analysis in
1960. At a low population density cutoff of 0.5/sq-km15, all counties in Brazil were already settled by
the start period of our analysis, except for some counties in the Amazon. Even at a high population
density cutoff of 5/sq-km, only 23 out of 2184 counties are settled for the first time during the
analysis period 1960-2000. Water scarcity is therefore unlikely to drive population movements and
settlement patterns directly during the period of analysis.
Another way to directly examine the question of whether people and/or firms move
independently over time in the same spatial pattern as our forecast of electricity grid expansion, is to
create a rank ordering of locations predicted to have the highest population density or highest GDP
using the same method we use to predict the most suitable locations for dam construction. To do so,
we regress population density and GDP per capita on the same geographic characteristics as those
used in the electricity forecasting model – water flow, river gradient and Amazon. We then rank-

15

This is approximately the population density of the Western U.S. states Wyoming and Montana around 1950.
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order the points predicted to have the highest population and GDP by those regressions. We examine
the Spearman rank order correlation between the suitability rank for hydropower generation and the
suitability rank for population density in Table 4a and the correlation between hydropower suitability
and GDP in Table 4b. We find that for each one of the five major regions of Brazil, the rank order
correlation for population and hydropower suitability is low, and varies between -0.02 to +0.03. This
is a conservative test of our identification assumptions, since this region fixed effects analysis is
much less stringent than the county fixed effects we employ in all our regressions

. The rank

order correlations for GDP per capita rank and hydropower suitability are +0.010, +0.016, -0.011,
+0.060 and -0.002 for each of the five regions, and are statistically insignificant in all but one case.
Another way to directly examine the validity of the instrument is to examine whether the
placement of power plants simulated by the forecasting model can be predicted by development
indicators in earlier years. Results in Table 5 show the point estimates on decade-lagged values of
development indicators that serve as our main outcome variables of interest (housing values and
county HDI) are close to zero and statistically insignificant. This suggests that at least lagged
development indicators do not predict the spatial allocation of hydropower dams and transmission
lines, and provides some confidence that the model’s simulation of cost-minimizing electrification is
orthogonal to demand side factors.
6.3

Second Stage Results: Effects of Electrification on Development
In Tables 6 and 7 we present the effects of electrification on two summary measures of a

county’s development: the average value of the housing stock and a human development index
measured for the county. Across all OLS and IV specifications, the effect of electrification on
subsequent changes in average housing values is large, positive and statistically significant at the 1
percent level. The OLS regressions without fixed effects (i.e. using all cross-sectional variation in
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the data, including the variation between Amazon and non-Amazon regions), a 10% increase in
electrification is associated with a 502 reais increase in average housing value, which represents a
3.8 percent increase at the mean. Adding county fixed effects in columns two through four
reduces the magnitude of this effect to 133 reais, and controlling for time-varying Amazon trends
in column 5 reduces it further to 80 reais. The IV estimates using the simulated instrument from
the forecasted placement of electricity based on geographic factors in our model are larger than
the corresponding OLS estimates and just as statistically significant.
One concern with the IV results is that the Amazon dummy plays a large role in
infrastructure placement in the first stage prediction, and because the Amazon and non-Amazon
areas are fundamentally different, a control for the Amazon should also be included in the second
stage regressions. We address this concern by directly controlling for the Amazon indicator
interacted with dummy variables for each decade in the second stage in column 6.16 In this IV
specification with county fixed effects and time-varying Amazon effects, a 10 percent increase in
electrification of the county increases average housing values by 881 reais, or 6.8 percent at the
mean. The elasticity of housing values with respect to electrification is thus 0.7.
As shown in table 7, the estimated effect of electricity on the human development index is
also positive. In the OLS regression with cross-sectional variation, electrification is associated
with about a 3.6 point increase in the county’s human development index score. With the
addition of county fixed effects and Amazon trends, the magnitude reduces to a statistically
insignificant 0.6-0.9 point increase. Our preferred IV specification (with county fixed effects and
Amazon trends) suggests that moving from zero to full electrification increases the county HDI score
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This is a more conservative control than the Amazon indicator interacted with the decade budget variable (which is the
exact role that the Amazon plays in our instrument construction). The linear combination of Amazon*decade dummies
subsumes Amazon*budget, or any other Amazon-specific time-varying effect.
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by a statistically significant (at the 5 percent level or above) 9-11 points. Since the HDI is an index
score based on sample values, it is instructive to interpret this result in the following way: the 9point increase would take the median county in Brazil in 1980 to the human development level of
the 69th percentile county. This represents a significant move within the distribution of HDI.
Comparing across the OLS specifications in tables 6 and 7, we see that cross-sectional
estimates are large, and the magnitude of the effects of electrification decrease in the withincounty estimates. We also see that IV estimates of the effects of electrification are substantially
larger than the OLS estimates. There are three possible reasons for the downward bias in OLS
relative to IV estimates in our data. First, the compliers in our IV strategy (which is based on a
forecasting model for the lowest-cost generation plants) is different from the average hydropower
dam in operation in Brazil, whose placement may be affected by political considerations. Areas
that received electricity primarily because of the low cost of provision rather than endogenous
socio-economic, political or other demand-side factors may yield greater rates of return, which
would make the IV estimates larger than OLS.17
Second, as described in detail in section 2, the electricity network in Brazil was
designed and expanded primarily by the government or government managed utility companies
during the period covered by our data (1950-2000). The demand-side endogeneity bias that the IV
estimation corrects may have been of the form of the government targeting poorer areas important
for maintaining political support (such as the program Luz para Todos) rather than more intensive
expansions in developed areas where demand is likely to be greatest. OLS estimates would be
biased downward due to the government’s promotion of its development objectives.
17

This interpretation is consistent with Cadot, Roller and Stephan (2006), who show that transport infrastructure is
highly susceptible to politically motivated allocations. Engel, Fischer, and Galetovic (2009) show that even once
developed, public works projects may not be adequately maintained because of political considerations. And in
Brazil, the allocation of publicly provided health services has been shown to be subject to political considerations
(Mobarak et al 2011).
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Finally, the historical electricity infrastructure variable we construct (Ect) by combining paper
maps and tables on inventories from various electricity companies likely suffers from measurement
error , while the geography variables used to predict the placement of electricity are measured quite
precisely (based on 1km by 1km satellite maps). The IV estimates may be correcting the
measurement error in the independent variable and addressing the associated attenuation bias.
6.4

Robustness Checks
Controls for Other Infrastructure.—It is possible that electricity proxies for a broader

package of infrastructure investments. Infrastructure is sometimes delivered as a package, and solving
the logistics associated with constructing transmission lines may itself lead to a parallel road
being built or other infrastructure services being delivered more efficiently. The IV strategy is
designed to mitigate this concern, and it is particularly helpful that the instrument’s reliance on
both water (which likely lowers cost of delivery and attracts infrastructure) and gradient (which,
conversely, increases costs and deter other infrastructure) makes the spatial patterns of hydropower
generation and of the delivery of other types of infrastructure distinct. Nonetheless, we examine the
sensitivity of the results to inclusion of other infrastructure control variables.
In particular, we control for the percent of households in the county with running water and
with improved sanitation access and would like to control for the development of roads over time.
Unfortunately, we do not have a direct measure of roads. Car ownership data is available from the
2000 and 2010 census, but a longer time series is needed for inclusion in the analyses. Instead,
in table 8 we show that the growth in car ownership is positively correlated with water
availability in the county interacted with a time trend, and negatively correlated with land
slope interacted with a time trend. Motivated by these two correlations, we use the water trend
and the land slope trend as proxies for the road network.
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Table 8 presents that the effects of electrification on our summary measures of local
development (HDI and housing values) controlling for these other measures of infrastructure
(access to running water, improved sanitation, and indirect proxies for roads). The point
estimates on lagged electricity infrastructure remain positive, statistically significant and of
similar magnitude with these new controls. Two important shortcomings of this robustness check
are (a) the provision of other infrastructure may also be endogenous, and we do not have
exogenous instruments for their availability, and (b) our proxy for the growth of the road network
is indirect.
Alternative Definition of Electricity Provision.—Due to the possibility of measurement
error in lagged electricity infrastructure, we use the percent of households with access to
electricity (percent of houses electrified) from the census. This variable is likely measured with
less error, and provides a direct measure of household-level connectivity. Table 9 presents the results
using percent of houses electrified for the development outcomes HDI and housing values
respectively. The instrument has a poorer fit for the in the first stage for both outcome variables
(F-statistic of 2), probably because the instrument is designed to predict the optimal placement of
electricity infrastructure, whereas variation in the extent of household electrification is more
directly determined by other demand factors. However, estimates of the development effects of
electrification remain qualitatively and quantitatively similar. A nine percentage point increase
in the household electrification rate 18 increases the HDI by about 9 points, almost exactly the
same magnitude estimated when using lagged electricity infrastructure in Table 7. The effects on
housing values are also similar regardless of which variable is used to measure electricity provision.

18

If a county receives electricity infrastructure, the census-based household electrification rate increases by 9
percentage points in a regression controlling for county and year fixed effects.
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Alternative Specification of the Instrument.—The first step for forecasting the placement
of electricity based on geographic factors in our model uses data from Brazil to parameterize the
cost function for building hydropower dams. A possible concern with this approach is that
assigning the relative importance of water flow, river gradient and the Amazon using Brazilian
data may introduce an element of demand-side preferences specific to Brazil in determining
hydropower dam placement. We therefore re-estimate the cost function using data from the
United States rather than Brazil, re-calibrate the forecast of electricity placement and generate a
new instrument. The geology of hydropower generation in the U.S. is very different from Brazil
because the two countries have very different levels of water resources and differential reliance on
hydropower relative to other sources of energy. Accordingly, we lose some predictive power, and
the estimated effects of electrification on development are only half as large, as shown in
columns 2 and 4 of table 9.
Variation used in the instrument.—As explained in section 3.2, the instrument contains a
number of components, including three geographic characteristics (water flow, river gradient,
amazon location), a nationwide budget for infrastructure construction in each decade, and nonlinearities and discontinuities introduced by the order in which new infrastructure is built (based
on suitability rankings). In Table 10, we unpack each component of the instrument, and show that
the results remain robust when we add each individual component as controls in the second stage
either in isolation, or jointly for all possible combination of these controls. Each row in Table 10
represents the results of a different 2SLS model. The first column indicates which variables are
used as controls for that regression. Only the coefficient estimate on lagged electricity
infrastructure (Ec,t-1) is reported in the second and third columns. The dependent variable is
county housing values in column 2, and county HDI in column 3. The coefficient on the
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instrument (Zc,t-1, modeled electricity availability) in the first stage regression is reported in
column 3. All regressions still include year and county fixed-effects, land slope, and Amazon-year
dummies. This table therefore represents a number of robustness tests on the results reported in
tables 3, 6 and 7.
We find that controlling for the river gradient (specification 1) or the water flow
(specification 2) interacted with the decade budget, or the combination of the two (specification
6), directly has very little effect on the first stage power, the second stage point estimates or
statistical significance. This remains true when the time-varying effects of river gradient or water
flow are controlled for more flexibly using interaction terms with all decade dummies rather than
the decade-specific budget (see specifications 8, 10 and 13).
Directly controlling for Amazon location does reduce the first stage power (F-stat on
excluded instrument in first stage reduces to 24 from 46), and slightly affects the second stage
point estimates. However, the first and second stage estimates remain highly statistically
significant. The effect on the estimates is about the same whether the Amazon indicator is
interacted with the decade budget or a full set of decade dummies, which suggests that the
Amazon-related controls are really picking up the role that the Amazon indicator plays in our
forecasting model for constructing the instrument. The Amazon effects are jointly statistically
significant, and this becomes our preferred specification for all regressions reported in the
remainder of this paper.
Table 10 also shows that at the extreme, even when we jointly control for the time varying
effects of all three topographic characteristics (specifications 7 and 14), and rely only on the nonlinearities and discontinuities in rank that the model exploits in order to simulate the hypothetical
grid, the estimates remain robust, and the predictive power of the instrument strong. Finally, in
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specification 15, we directly control for a quartic in each grid point’s suitability rank for
hydropower generation, derived through a probit equation in the second step of our instrument
construction (see section 4). This rank variable is a non-linear combination of the three
geographic characteristics (water flow, river gradient and jungle) that serves as an important input
in our predictive simulation model. Even adding a very flexible control for the suitability rank,
its squared, cubed, and quartic does not eliminate the first-stage power necessary for the
instrumental variable based identification.

7. Mechanism underlying the Development Effects of Electrification
In this section we explore the effects of electrification on a range of outcomes for which
long-term time series data are available – income, education, health, urbanization, migration – in
order to gain a deeper understanding of the changes that occurred in the local economies that
resulted in the development effects we have observed. It is important to gauge whether
electrification led to real changes in workers’ incentives or ability to invest in human capital, or
whether it induced movement of people and firms, so that the gains in human development and
housing values simply reflect re-sorting of productive workers and firms toward electrified areas.
Skill and productivity enhancements may justify greater national-level investment in
infrastructure, but general equilibrium re-sorting may not.
7.1

Effects by Component of HDI
Table 11 presents results on the effect of electrification on each of the three components

of human development – life expectancy, education, and income. All regressions control for
county fixed effects and Amazon*decade-specific dummies, and we show both OLS and IV
results. We find that the development gains are concentrated in the income and education
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sectors, and not in health. The effect of electricity on life expectancy is both statistically
insignificant and very close to zero. This is consistent with the possibility that electrification has
conflicting effects on health - it allows for improvements in health technology and service
delivery, but it may also increase pollution and strain through expansions of heavy manufacturing
industries.19
The estimated effect of electrification on average household income is quite large and
positive in the FE-IV specification, but negative in OLS (suggesting a downward bias from the
government’s targeting of under-developed areas). These results suggest that going from no
electrification in a county to full electrification takes the median Brazilian county in 1980 to the
income-HDI level of the 85th percentile county.
The education component of the U.N. Human Development Index is comprised of literacy
and school enrollment. A county gaining access to full electrification leads to a gain of 19 index
points in its education score according to the FE-IV specification. This represents a move from the
50th percentile to the 92nd percentile county in 1980.
The last four columns of Table 11 provide results for the effect on direct household
income and poverty measures, as opposed to index values. The development gains are statistically
significant and fairly large - a 10 percent increase in electrification increases income per capita by almost
10 percent reduces poverty by about 7 percent at the mean.
7.2

Employment Effects by Sector
Having established that the gains from electrification are concentrated in income and

education (and not in health), next we investigate (a) whether the income effects are realized due

19

Alternatively, it could indicate that electricity is not an important determinant of infant mortality - a main driver of
life expectancy in many developing countries. However, Table11 also shows that there is a substantial (but
statistically insignificant) decrease in infant mortality associated with electrification.
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to better employment conditions, and (b) the sectoral distribution of the gains between formal
and informal sectors, and urban versus rural areas. Table 12 reports the effects of electrification on
two measures of employment, if the person was economically active20 and if they had formal
employment. It also presents results on formal employment in urban and rural areas separately.
The results show that electrification leads to increases in both formal employment, and
the broader notion of being “economically active”. Specifically, a county that goes from zero
to full electrification would experience a 17-18 percentage point increase in the probability of
employment based on either measure of employment. This represents a 47% improvement in
mean employment across Brazilian counties, and corroborates the large gains in income in table
11. In addition, these gains are distributed similarly in urban and rural areas within counties. The
similarity in employment effects across formal and informal sectors, and across urban and rural
areas is quite striking. It is suggestive of improvements that cut across sectors, such as worker
skills, rather than industry-specific technological improvements.
Dinkelman (2011) finds that in rural South Africa, female employment rises by 9 to 9.5
percentage points in the time period shortly following electrification. We find even larger
employment effects in the longer run, possibly because firms can take advantage of labor inputs
when they have a longer time to adjust their production function (Morrison and Schwartz 1996).
7.3

Effects on Educational Attainment
Improvements in employment maybe related to better educational attainment. In table

13 we examine whether effects on education were concentrated in reducing illiteracy, improving
primary education, or increasing years of education. Results show that a county that going from no
electricity to full electrification in a county leads to a reduction in the illiteracy rate of 8

20

Being economically active is a broader definition of employment than formal employment. It includes
employment in the formal or informal sectors as well as self-employment.
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percentage points (25% drop at the mean) and in the proportion of the population with less than
four years of education of 21 percentage points (32 percent decrease at the mean). However, the
largest gains were experienced in years of schooling, it increased by two years, which represents
about a 72 percent increase at the mean. This suggests that more children obtained post-primary
(or grade 4) education, and which may have led to labor productivity increases.
7.4

Real Productivity Gains or the Effects of Migration and Sorting?
We have documented positive income and employment effects of electrification across

sectors and locations. These gains may have been a result of real effects of electrification (e.g.
increases in efficiency and returns to education allow workers to invest more in education,
quality of complementary inputs like capital increases, or there is better accumulation of work
experience as employment conditions improve), or they may be a result of re-sorting of workers
through migration into electrified areas. Our goal in this sub-section is to examine whether the large
development effects we have observed can be fully explained by migration and re-sorting.
To determine if migration is driving the results, we examine the effects of electrification
on in-migration in each county in table 14. Migration data is only available for the 1990 and 2000
census, which considerably shortens the panel. The IV results indicate that a 10% increase in
electricity provision leads to a 1 percentage point increase in the influx of migrants into
counties. The results are not statistically significant, possibly due to the short panel. An
important point to note is that only 7% of the average county’s population is comprised of recent
migrants, and thus even a doubling of the in-migration rate does not change the composition of the
population dramatically. A 10% increase in electrification would increase the migrant share of the
population from 7.2% to 8.2%. It is unlikely that this increase in the migrant share could account
for the 7% (or 4.2 percentage point) reduction in poverty and 4.7% improvement in
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employment associated with that 10% increase in electrification. Therefore, even taking the
large (but imprecisely estimated) coefficient in the migration regression at face value, it can only
explain a small portion of the development gains.
We next examine effects on county population density and within-county urbanization to
look for further evidence of changes in population composition using variables for which we
have a longer panel. The urbanization measure does provide evidence of substantial withincounty sorting following electrification. Going from zero to full electrification leads to 24
percentage point more of the county population being classified as "urban," which could either
be a result of rural residents shifting towards the population centers within counties, or because
the greater agglomeration leads to more of the county being classified as urban by the statistical
agency. Either way, this is a within-county move, and cannot explain away the cross-county
estimates of productivity gains associated with electrification.

8.

Conclusion
Unreliable energy in the developing world is a significant obstacle for firms (Straub

2008), and donors and governments have recently increased investment in large-scale electricity
projects. Unreliable infrastructure imposes large costs on companies, and together with high
taxes is colloquially called “custo Brazil” or the cost of doing business in Brazil.
Recent initiatives have tried to compensate for years of shortfalls in energy
infrastucture investment. World Bank investments in energy nearly doubled during 2005-2008
relative to 2001-2004 (Barnes, Singh and Shi, 2010). There are many competing demands on
these development funds, and understanding the returns to electricity provision can help policy
makers determine spending priorities. Brazil is considering new initiatives that would lead to the
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privatization of the provision of infrastructure services, particularly electricity (The Economist,
2012), which makes understanding the effects of electricity access even more important.
Understanding the effect of electricity on development is challenging due to reverse
causation and other endogeneity concerns. To address these concerns, we exploit variation in
geography to model electricity access based on engineering cost factors that are exogenous to
demand factors for electricity. The methodology of isolating the variation in infrastructure to
exogenous budget and geographic cost considerations can be useful for studying the effects of
hydropower investments in other countries, and the general concept can be applied to a broader range
of infrastructure projects.
Applying fixed effects IV estimation to data from 1960-2000, we find large development
gains from investments in electricity. Further, we show that these effects are not explained by resorting of productive resources in general equilibrium, that they are value-added to society. The
effects are substantially under-estimated when one fails to account for endogenous placement.
We now compute a back-of-the-envelope estimate of the monetary returns to
electrification implied by our regression estimates, and compare it to returns calculated by
traditional cost-benefit analysis (e.g. Berndt 1986, Berndt, Harper and Wood 1989). The
increase in electricity coverage in the populated (non-Amazon) areas of Brazil was 43% over our
sample period (from 32% in 1960 to 75% in 2000). At an average cost of $3.5 million per
MW21, we estimate that it cost on average $33 million to electrify a county which did not
previously have access to electricity, and the expansion in access to electricity from 1960-2000
therefore cost an estimated $40 billion.

21

Calculated as an average of hydropower generation costs in Brazil from the International Energy Agency’s 2010
Projected Costs of Generating Electricity report.
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Our estimates suggest that electrification of a county increases housing values by
approximately 9,000 reais on average over a decade ($4,900 at an exchange rate of 1.83 reis to
$1). With an average of 12,400 households per county in 2000, this suggests an increase of $61
million dollars in total land value on average for counties when they receive access to electricity.
Policy in Brazil has been to charge tariffs equal to the cost of provision including a 10-12 percent
rate of return for electricity companies, so the returns we calculate are after the repayment of the
initial investment costs. The rate of return based on the increase in land values was therefore 184
percent beyond the cost of provision.22 Traditional cost-benefit analyses of the impact of
electricity provision vary widely, but the internal economic rate of return tends to be around 515%, with a few estimates around 100% (Munasinghe 1987). Our calculations suggest that the
rate of return on electricity investments in Brazil was much higher—18.4% above the 10-12%
return guaranteed to electricity companies through the electricity tariffs.
The larger returns that we estimate suggest that traditional estimates based on electricity
demand tend to underestimate the benefits of electricity access. While traditional cost/benefit
analyses calculate the returns through demand estimation, our longer run estimates will include
external market effects as firms and workers adjust. The larger effects we estimate therefore
suggest substantial external impacts of electricity access. Agglomeration is one likely source of
these externalities. While the data shows little evidence of migration across regional or county
boundaries, there is evidence that people are moving to urban areas within the county following
electrification. This within-county migration may lead to increased human capital development
and faster technological change. Further research remains to be done on the mechanisms
through which agglomeration benefits resulting from electricity access may occur.

22

This relies on the conservative assumption that infrastructure investment paid off over a decade: returns are
calculated over 10 years.
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Table 1: Probit regression for hydropower geographic cost
parameters
Dependent variable: Indicator for location has a hydropower plant
Log of Maximum Flow Accumulation
Average Slope in the river
Maximum Slope in the river
Amazon Indicator
Indicator for location has a river
Observations

0.029**
(0.014)
0.044
(0.030)
0.062***
(0.012)
-0.753***
(0.066)
-0.030
(0.063)
33342

Standard errors clustered by county in
parentheses
"***" ,"**", or "*" indicates that the coefficient is different from zero at
the 1 percent, 5 percent, or 10 percent confidence levels respectively.

Table 2: Summary Statistics
Variable
Electricity
Percent Electrified
Modeled Electricity Instrument
Measures of Demand
Population density
GDP per capita (thousands of R$)
Industrial GDP per capita
Summary Measures of Development
Average value of housing (thousands)
Human Development Indicator (Index)
HDI Components
HDI Longevity
HDI Salaries
HDI Education

Obs Mean
8730 0.72
8730 0.60
8730 0.59

Std. Dev.
0.42
0.33
0.47

Min
0.00
0.00
0.00

Max
1.00
1.00
1.00

8730
8728
8730

62.71
3.77
1.20

292.19
6.06
3.71

0.04
0.08
0.00

10,097.86
252.13
112.18

8730
8730

13.05
0.56

8.37
0.17

0.43
0.16

62.53
0.89

8730
8730
8730

0.57
0.47
0.52

0.12
0.29
0.15

0.17
0.01
0.08

0.88
1.14
0.88

Employment
Percent Economically Active
Percent Employed
Urban Employment
Rural Employment

8730
8730
8730
8685

0.36
0.35
0.34
0.35

0.07
0.06
0.07
0.07

0.18
0.13
0.10
0.00

0.63
0.61
0.61
0.74

Human Capital
Years of Schooling
Illiteracy
Salaries per capita
Human Capital per capita

8730
8730
8730
6549

2.77
32.00
0.11
19.06

1.55
17.96
0.09
7.12

0.00
1.80
0.00
6.57

9.61
89.90
0.79
59.01

Population Changes
New Migrants in past 5 years
Life Expectancy
Population Density
Percent of population in Urban Areas

4366
8730
8730
8730

0.07
60.10
78.50
0.52

0.04
7.81
372.90
0.24

0.00
38.40
0.04
0.02

0.33
76.92
11,732.17
1.00

3.81
0.10
6.93
9.07

99.88
1.26
303.66
99.80

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.99
0.98
0.13

0.00

21.76

Poverty and Inequality
Poverty
8730 60.47
24.92
Theil Index
8730 0.46
0.13
Infant Mortality
8730 71.96
50.63
Less than 4 years of Education
8730 65.25
21.16
Other Infrastructure
Percent of Households with Running Water
8730 0.39
0.28
Percent of Households with Sanitation
8730 0.19
0.27
Percent of Households with Cars
4366 0.01
0.01
Geography
Landslope
8730 1.64
2.01
For descriptions of variable definitions and sources, please see Appendix 4.

Table 3: First Stage Regressions
Dependent variable: Actual electricity availability from
infrastructure inventories.
Modeled Electricity
Availability
Year FE
County FE
Amazon*Year Dummies
r2
N
F-Stat
p-value

0.563*** 0.323*** 0.222***
(0.03)
(0.05)
(0.05)
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
0.369
0.840
0.866
8730
8730
8730
336.3
34.71
24.6
0.00
0.00
0.00

Notes: The Dependent variable is prevalence of electricity
infrastructure in the county. Regressions are weighted by county
area. Standard errors clustered by county are in parentheses. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Measures of electrification are
lagged by a decade in all our second-stage regressions, and the
data used for the first stage regression therefore covers 1960-1990.
The Amazon and Pantanal are referred to jointly as the Amazon.

Table 4a: Spearman Correlations - Hydropower Suitability and Population Density
Region
Amazon
North East (including Bahia, Ceara, etc.)
Central West (including Pantanal)
South East (including Minas Gerais, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo)
South (including Parana, Rio Grande do Sul)

1960s
+0.0346
-0.0290
+0.0333
+0.0044
+0.0499

1970s
+0.0340
-0.0285
+0.0137
+0.0105
+0.0462

Year
1980s
1990s
2000s
+0.0327 +0.0533 +0.0409
-0.0327 -0.0300 -0.0322
+0.0039 +0.0594 +0.0485
-0.0032 -0.0259 -0.0326
+0.0503 +0.0540 +0.0643

Each cell presents the Spearman rank order correlation between the suitability rank for hydropower generation and the rank for
population density, by region and decade.

Table 4b: Spearman Correlations -Hydropower Suitability and GDP
Region
Amazon
North East (including Bahia, Ceara, etc.)
Central West (including Pantanal)
South East (including Minas Gerais, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo)
South (including Parana, Rio Grande do Sul)

Year
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s
2000s
+0.0648 +0.0104 +0.0526 +0.0654 +0.0588
+0.0098 +0.0163 +0.0263 +0.0960 +0.0677
+0.0096 -0.0107 +0.0347 +0.0145 +0.0015
-0.0526 -0.0598 -0.0532 -0.0798 -0.0593
+0.0047 -0.0024 -0.0205 -0.0087 +0.0253

Each cell presents the Spearman rank order correlation between the suitability rank for hydropower generation and the rank for
GDP, by region and decade.

Table 5: Robustness check for reverse causality
Electricity Infrastructure Access
Lagged housing value
0.000
(0.00)
Lagged county HDI
-0.045
(0.04)
r2
0.984
0.984
N
6549
6549
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis. All
regressions have county size weights and year dummies.

Table 6: Housing Values
Dependent Variable: Average Value of Housing
(1)
Lagged Electricity
Infrastructure
Year FE?
County FE?
Amazon*Year Dummies (a)
r2
N

(2)
OLS

(3)

5.023*** 1.326*** 0.801***
(0.90)
(0.35)
(0.27)
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
0.153
8730

N
0.922
8730

Y
0.925
8730

(4)
8.468***
(1.52)
Y
N

(5)
IV

(6)

7.792*** 8.811***
(1.72)
(3.03)
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
0.106
8730

N
0.191
8730

Y
0.151
8730

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
Dependent Variable is average housing value in thousands of Reais. All regressions have county size weights
and year dummies. The average housing value in the sample is 13.048.
(a)

Topographic factor is interacted with a full set of decade fixed effects in order to flexibly control for
differential trends by that Topographic factor.

Table 7: Human Development Index
Dependent variable: Human Development Index
(1)
Lagged Electricity
Infrastructure
Year FE?
County FE?
Jungle*Year Dummies (a)
r2
N

0.036**
(0.01)
Y
N
N
0.657
8730

(2)
OLS
0.009
(0.01)
Y
Y
N
0.960
8730

(3)

(4)

0.006
(0.01)
Y
Y
Y
0.960
8730

0.091***
(0.02)
Y
N
N
0.640
8730

(5)
(6)
IV
0.091*** 0.109**
(0.03)
(0.04)
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
0.931
0.930
8730
8730

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
The dependent variable is the human development index. Year dummies are included in all regressions.
All regressions have county size weights. The average HDI value in the sample is 0.557.
(a)

Topographic factor is interacted with a full set of decade fixed effects in order to flexibly control for
differential trends by that Topographic factor.

Table 8: Robustness Tests: Infrastructure Controls
Percent HH with Cars
OLS

Housing Value
IV

HDI
IV

13.708*

0.286**

(7.14)

(0.14)

-0.352

-0.110***

(1.60)

(0.02)

-3.378*

-0.124***

(1.93)

(0.02)

Lagged Electricity Infrastructure
Lagged Running Water
Lagged Sanitation Access
Water Trend
Landslope Trend
Year Dummies?

0.016***

0.052***

-0.455

-0.012

(0.00)

(0.02)

(0.37)

(0.01)

-0.002**

-0.004

0.056

-0.002

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.16)

(0.00)

Y

Y

Y

Y

0.051

0.739

6549

6549

13.048

0.557

r2
N

4366

4366

Mean of dep var:

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
Dependent Variables are average housing value and HDI. Decade dummies are included in all
regressions. All regressions have county size weights. Water trend and land slope trend are included
as proxies for the evolving availability of road infrastructure, for which we do not have available data
spanning the time period of interest.

Table 9: Additional Robustness Tests
HDI

Percent of Houses Electrified

IV
0.933*
(0.52)

Lagged Electricity
Infrastructure
Year Dummies?
Water-year dummies
County FE?
r2
N

Y
N
Y
0.782
8732

Housing Value
(1)

IV

0.045
(0.03)
Y
N
Y
0.939
8730

IV
44.172*
(25.77)

Y
N
Y
-0.722
8732

IV(1)

3.075
(1.91)
Y
N
Y
0.393
8730

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
All regressions have county size weights and year dummies.
(1) The Electricitiy Instrument in this regression has been constructed using data on the
importance of slope and water flow in the US.

Table 10: Sensitivity Analysis by Directly Controlling for Geographic Factors in the Second Stage
(1)
Specification
(description of control variables added to RHS)
1. Water flow*Decade budget(1), (2)
2. River gradient*Decade budget(4)
3. Amazon location dummy*Decade budget(3)
4. Water flow*Decade budget and Amazon location
dummy*Decade budget
5. River gradient*Decade budget and Amazon
location dummy*Decade budget
6. River gradient*Decade budget and Water
flow*Decade budget
7. River gradient*Decade budget, Water
flow*Decade budget, and Amazon location
dummy*Decade budget
8. Water flow*Year dummies(5)
9. Amazon location dummy*Year dummies
10. River gradient*Year dummies
11. Water flow*Year dummies and Amazon location
dummy*Year dummies
12. River gradient*Year dummies and Amazon
location dummy*Year dummies
13. Water flow*year dummies and River gradient*
year dummies
14. River gradient*Year dummies, Water flow*Year
dummies, and Amazon location dummy*Year
dummies
15. Quartic Suitability rank*Year dummies(6)

(2)
Housing
Values

(3)
HDI

(4)
First Stage

(5)
First Stage
F-statistic

7.770***
(1.715)
7.833***
(1.737)
9.203***
(3.104)
9.184***
(3.117)
9.061***
(3.080)
7.793***
(1.730)
8.986***

0.091***
(0.029)
0.091***
(0.029)
0.114**
(0.046)
0.114**
(0.046)
0.113**
(0.046)
0.091***
(0.029)
0.113**

0.323***
(0.048)
0.322***
(0.047)
0.218***
(0.045)
0.216***
(0.045)
0.219***
(0.044)
0.322***
(0.047)
0.218***

46.037

(3.084)
7.750***
(1.713)
8.811***
(3.025)
7.719***
(1.747)
8.760***
(3.031)
9.085***
(3.062)
7.700***
(1.737)
9.234***

(0.046)
0.091***
(0.029)
0.109**
(0.044)
0.091***
(0.03)
0.109**
(0.044)
0.112**
(0.044)
0.090***
(0.294)
0.114**

(0.045)
0.324***
(0.048)
0.222***
(0.045)
0.318***
(0.046)
0.221***
(0.045)
0.223***
(0.045)
0.319***
(0.459)
0.220***

(3.108)
8.509***
(2.679)

(0.045)
0.100**
(0.397)

(0.045)
0.239***
(0.443)

46.914
23.808
23.386
24.267
46.818
23.864

46.131
24.600
47.786
24.218
24.862
48.29
24.003

29.07

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
Each row represents a different sensitivity test on the specifications reported in column 5 in Tables 6 and 7. Column 2 (3) in this table reports
the coefficient and standard error on lagged electricity infrastructure where the dependent variable is housing values (HDI). Columns 4 and 5
report the associated first stage result. The control variables added in each row are reported in column 1.
(1) Water flow is a measure of the available water in the county
(2) The decade budget is a measure of available funding for hydroelectric dams in the county in a given decade
(3) Amazon location dummy is one if the area is in the Amazon or Pantanal regions
(4) River gradient is a measure of the steepness of the river and thus the speed of water flow
(5) Topographic factor is interacted with a full set of decade fixed effects in order to flexibly control for differential trends by that Topographic
factor.
(6) Suitability rank is the key input in the grid placement forecast model, and is a non-linear combination of water flow, the river gradient, and
the Amazon location dummy variables

Table 11: Human Development Index Components and other Poverty Measures
Dependent Variable: Human Development Index Components and other Poverty Measures
HDI: Longevity HDI: Income
OLS
IV
OLS
IV
Lagged Electricity
Infrastructure
r2
N
Mean of dep var

0.00

-0.01

HDI: Education
OLS
IV

Infant Mortality Gross Income PC
Poverty
OLS
IV
OLS
IV
OLS
IV

-0.03* 0.45*** 0.03*** 0.19*** -7.99***

(0.01) (0.05) (0.02) (0.15)
0.84
0.80
0.89
0.50
8730 8730 8730
8730
0.569
0.472

(0.01)
(0.06)
0.91
0.65
8730
8730
0.515

-11.97

-0.01

0.11**

(2.42) (18.08) (0.01) (0.05)
0.90
0.86
0.84
0.58
8730
8730
8730
8730
71.96
0.114

-0.76

-42.17***

(1.39) (13.84)
0.85
0.53
8730
8730
60.469

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
Dependent Variables are the component indices of the HDI index. All regressions have county size weights, year dummies and jungle*year dummies.

Table 12: Dependent Variables: Measures of Employment Effects
Dependent variable: Employment
Economically
Active
OLS
IV
Lagged Electricity
0.011* 0.173***
Infrastructure
(0.01)
(0.05)
r2
0.759
0.349
N
8730
8730
Mean of dep var
0.364

Formal
Employment
OLS
IV
0.010* 0.184***
(0.01)
(0.05)
0.689
-0.171
8730
8730
0.347

Formal Employment
(Urban)
OLS
IV
0.009*
0.176***
(0.00)
(0.05)
0.791
0.244
8730
8730
0.338

Formal Employment
(Rural)
OLS
IV
0.007
0.165***
(0.01)
(0.05)
0.612
-0.129
8685
8678
0.349

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
Dependent Variables are Employment Variables. All regressions have county size weights, year dummies and jungle*year dummies.

Table 13: Dependent Variables: Measures of Education Effects
Dependent variable: Education
Illiteracy
OLS
IV
Lagged Electricity
Infrastructure
r2
N
Mean of dep var

-2.700*** -8.350*
(0.72)
(4.78)
0.944
0.815
8730
8730
32.00

Less than 4 years
Education
OLS
IV
0.359 -21.253***
(0.90)
(7.75)
0.944
0.871
8730
8730
65.248

Years in School
OLS
IV
0.062
(0.08)
0.936
8730

2.022***
(0.67)
0.791
8730
2.77

Human Capital
OLS
IV
2.092***
11.541
(0.41)
(7.30)
0.965
0.887
6549
6549
19.06

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
Dependent Variables are Education and Salary Variables. All regressions have county size weights, year dummies and jungle*year dummies.

Table 14: Population Changes
Dependent variables: Measures of Population Effects
In-Migration
Rate
Life Expectancy
OLS
IV
OLS
IV
Lagged Electricity
0.010
0.102
-0.437
-1.034
Infrastructure
(0.03) (0.09)
(0.32)
(2.39)
r2
0.951
0.371
0.935
0.924
N
4366
4366
8730
8730
Mean of dep var
0.072
60.098

Population Density
OLS
IV
-1.107
-23.618
(3.74)
(19.20)
0.940
0.010
8730
8730
78.502

Urban Percent of
Pop.
OLS
IV
0.013 0.238**
(0.01)
(0.11)
0.928
0.742
8730
8730
0.517

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors clustered by county in parenthesis.
Dependent Variables are population change variables. Migration data is available only for 1990 and 2000, making the panel
substantially shorter. All regressions have county size weights, year dummies and jungle*year dummies.

